DIRECTIONAL DRILLING - CASE HISTORY
New Rising Main from Perco

Scope:
Project:
Sub-Contractor:

Water Mains Replacement
Swansea Bay Docks
Perco Engineering Services

As part of Swansea University’s expansion plans, a brand new university
campus costing £450million is being
constructed on the former BP Transit
site near Neath, Port Talbot. Construction work is well under way, and of
course the associated utilities have to
be put in place. Fortunately when it
comes to the foul sewerage to be treated, the new campus is adjacent Welsh
water’s Swansea Bay STW.
Laying a 250mm rising main along
most of the route was done by traditional open cut, however the STW sits
inside Swansea port Docks with the
main haulage road requiring 24hr access. In addition there were 3 large
1400mm out fall pipes from the STW at
varying depths and due to their age,

the client had concerns about their fragility. The only option to the client was
to utilise horizontal directional drilling
and after some discussion a route and
length was agreed upon.
It was anticipated that ground conditions would be sand, and this was confirmed with bore hole information, indicating dense sand at 4-5m deep. Perco
chose to utilise their American Augers
DD10 drill rig, with more than enough
power to cope with the ground conditions and large enough mud pump to
ensure suitable mud flow to tooling
during drilling.
The pilot bore took on shift using the
Digitrak F5 system enduring the profile
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required by the client was followed.
Due to the nature of the ground, the
bore was pre-reamed using a 350mm
fluted reamer and drill rods were
trailed behind the reamer via a swivel.
Due to the nature of the ground and
the effect the tide might have on
ground water, it was safer to trail rods
to ensure bore line was secure.
Following pre-reaming, the reamer
was placed on the drill string and pipe
attached via a swivel. The pipe length,
228m, had been welded in one string
and was installed in one shift.
The Client and main Contractor were
very pleased with the efficiency and
cleanliness of the drilling operations
and Perco Personnel.

